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A fast, simple temperature
monitoring system based
on proprietary colour
change technology

These well established Chiller and Freezer temperature indicators incorporate
specialist thermochromic liquid crystal technology and are specially developed
to monitor the cold air and food temperatures in all parts of supermarket chiller
and freezer cabinets, and walk in cold rooms and freezers.
These indicators quickly identify speciﬁc faults such as localised temperature
problems and warm spots within a refrigeration cabinet. They are also used
in conjunction with alarm or remote computerised temperature monitoring
systems, where localised problems often do not show up on centralised digital
displays, cabinet dials or computerised systems. These can include blocked air
grills, disrupted cold air curtain, airﬂow blocked or disrupted by food products,
overﬁlled cabinets or icing up. These temperature indicators allow immediate
action to be taken before food temperatures have risen above maximum limits.
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-15°C

30mm x30mm

Pack of 50

Chiller Indicator
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30mm x30mm

Pack of 50

Chiller Indicator
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30mm x30mm

Pack of 50

Chiller Indicator
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Pack of 50
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Single

Large Chiller Indicator

4°C

240mm x175mm

Single

Large Chiller Indicator

5°C

240mm x175mm

Single

Large Chiller Indicator

8°C

240mm x175mm

Single

Red Bracketed Chiller Indicator

4°C

30mm x30mm

Single

White BracketedChiller Indicator

5°C

30mm x30mm

Single

Freezer Indicator

Large Freezer Indicator

1. Place a Chiller/Freezer Monitor at regular intervals along shelf edge strip, or
other positions.
2. Check regularly. If Chiller/Freezer Monitor remains black, temperature is still
correctly below activation point.
3. If Chiller/Freezer Monitor turns red it is a warning that the storage
temperature is too warm.
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